Science Lab Teaching Club
We strive to get kids interested in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) subjects through engaging presentations and experiments.

We visit schools in the Los Angeles area to present to student physics and other science subjects with interactive demos. We also participate in various STEM outreach events throughout the year.
Meet The Board

Victoria -- President

Nikki -- Secretary

Tracie -- Treasurer

Miranda -- Webmaster
Meet Our Advisor: Dr. Belov

- Former UCLA Physics Professor
- Current employee at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory
- Past and Current Research
  - High energy particle physics
  - Cosmic Rays
  - Astronomy
  - GPS and Navigation
  - Climate Science in Antarctica
Past Events
How do the Events Work?

- Few Weeks Before Event
  - Contact with school about event, presentation requirements, date range
  - Poll members for topic idea, availability, and interest within school parameters

- One to Two Weeks Before Event
  - Contact demo lab, put together presentation and choose demos

- Day of Event
  - Presenters go to event
Commitments

• There are no official requirements.
  ○ We know people are busy!
• However, it is heavily encouraged that members:
  ○ Participate in at least one presentation in their time as club member.
    ▪ Help with planning, preparing slides and demos, etc.
  ○ Be able to attend meetings to brainstorm and suggest any new ideas.
Why Should **YOU** Join?

- No Application Required!
- Apply Your Knowledge in Science
- Explore Demos and Conduct and Present Experiments
- Design Your Own Experiments and Presentations
- Gain Experience in Teaching and Public Speaking
- Interact with curious and amazing students
- Interact with Faculty Members
- Flexible Commitment
- Free Food
Come and Enjoy Exploring a Variety of Demos and Working with Children! With Free Food! No Application Required!

MONDAYS 7:00-8:00 PM
BOELTER HALL 5514 OR ZOOM
Our Contact Info

Club Email: sciteach@physics.ucla.edu
Instagram: uclasltc
Website: https://sltc.physics.ucla.edu/
Club Interest Form: https://tinyurl.com/h4xrjzsz
Q & A

THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION

Q&A SESSION